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Many studies have investigated the effects of background noise on 

cognitive functions, in particular memory and learning. But few 

studies have examined the effect of acute noise on the specific parts of 

the memory process. The purpose of the current study was to fill this 

gap in the research. Twenty-three students from Stockholm University 

were tested with two different semantic programming tasks during 

different white noise conditions. Working memory capacity and 

subjective sensitivity to noise was also tested. No significant effects 

were found on the participants’ recognition scores, but a significant 

main effect for noise during recognition, as well as a significant main 

effect of experimental group, was found on response times. The noise 

effect was positive, which puts the study in conflict with most 

previous ones. The results could perhaps be explained by the theory of 

Stochastic Resonance or the Yerkes-Dodson Effect. Other reaction-

time related tasks are suggested as future topics of study. 

 

 

In a modern society, noise is an all but constant factor in our daily lives. Car traffic and 

construction sites are just two examples of sources for noise pollution that can have 

negative effects on people’s health. The effects of noise are important to study and 

regulate if modern man wants to live healthily (World Health Organization, 2011). 

According to a Swedish survey conducted by Bluhm, Nilsson and Rosenlund (2006), 

noise in schoolchildren’s environments have negative effects on many important things, 

such as hearing, concentration, sleep and learning. When asking eight- and twelve years 

old schoolchildren in Stockholm, 30 percent felt disturbed by sound levels in their 

school, and 18 percent felt disturbed by sound their home environment. According to 

Bluhm et al. (2006), the sound pressure levels in classrooms were around 50-70 LAeq 

(A-weighted sound pressure levels in decibels), and the sound pressure levels in school 

cafeterias were 70-80 LAeq. 

 

Today, with the rise of portable audio devices, people have the possibility of listening to 

music during any activity of their day, but as Furnham and Strbac (2002) found, music 

can have as negative an impact as office noise on reading comprehension and prose 

recall, though not on arithmetic tasks. This seems to indicate that acoustic stimuli 

regardless of source can have a negative impact on cognitive performance. 

 

Several studies have been conducted on the cognitive effects of chronic noise exposure 

on schoolchildren. Lercher, Evans and Meis (2003), and Stansfeld et al. (2005) both 

showed a significant relation between chronic, ambient noise and a decrease in 

children’s cognitive performance. Stansfeld et al. (2005) found significant correlations 

between aircraft noise exposure, reading comprehension and recognition memory. They 

did, however, find a positive relationship between traffic noise exposure and the 

children’s episodic memory. 
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Lercher et al. (2003) tested 123 fourth-graders divided into two socio-economically 

homogenous groups, with the only difference between the groups being their respective 

average noise exposure. The first group had an average exposure level of 46.1 Ldn (Day 

Night Level), and the other had an average of 62.0 Ldn. The Day Night Level scale is a 

measure of the average noise level, in decibels, over a 24-hour period. Negative effects 

due to noise were found in intentional and incidental memory, as well as recognition 

memory. Note that these effects were found for background noise levels that are lower 

than the reported average levels in school (see above). 

 

In another study, the effects of acute noise exposure from aircraft, road traffic and 

speech, were investigated. Hygge (2003) tested 1358 children in ten combinations of 

aircraft-, traffic-, train- and verbal noise, with all four of the noises appearing by 

themselves and the three first ones appearing simultaneously. The aircraft and traffic 

noises were played at both 55dBA Leq and 66dBA Leq. Leq stands for equivalent 

continuous sound level, and is a measure of the average noise level during a given 

amount of time. Aircraft and traffic noises were shown to be most detrimental to recall, 

but significant effects were found on recognition memory as well. The train and verbal 

noise conditions did not have an effect on the children’s memory performance. 

 

There have also been indications of a positive effect on cognition from background 

noise (Söderlund, Sikström & Smart, 2007). This effect was seen in children suffering 

from Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). They found that white noise, 

which had a negative effect on normal children’s cognitive performance, had a positive 

influence on those with ADHD. The difference in recall between the children can, 

according to Söderlund et al. (2007), be explained by the phenomenon known as 

Stochastic Resonance (SR). According to this model, outside noise produces an internal 

noise within our brains, thereby raising cortical arousal (activity in the brains reticular 

section). Children suffering from ADHD have a lower level of the neurotransmitter 

Dopamine in their brains, which will make them less sensitive to Stochastic Resonance, 

according to the Moderate Brain Arousal model (MBA; Sikström & Söderlund, 2007. 

Referenced in Söderlund et al., 2007). This would cause their arousal levels to come 

closer to the optimal levels, while the normal children would be too aroused. 

 

The influence of increased cortical arousal can be explained by the Yerkes-Dodson 

effect (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). This effect has over the years been shown in almost 

every form of performance, and stimulus. The effect is thought of as having a 

relationship between arousal and performance, in an inverted U-curve; the simpler the 

task, the higher the preferred arousal. In the case of Söderlund et al. (2007), the Yerkes-

Dodson effect can be found in the optimal amount of arousal needed to perform on the 

cognitive tasks. 

 

When it comes to memory, the differences between the encoding and recall conditions 

can have an effect on the difficulty of remembering. This is called the Encoding 

Specificity Principle (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). In a study by Grant et al. (1998), 

memory tasks were found to be aided by similar sound conditions (Cafeteria noise and 

silence) between encoding and recall. However, no difference was found between the 

two conditions.  
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In several studies (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff, 1985; Ratcliff & Murdock, 1976), response 

time has been shown to have a relation to accuracy. These studies indicate that the 

relation is sometimes positive, sometimes negative. However, there is also a positive 

correlation between latency in response time and correct estimations of accuracy 

(Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & Murdock, 1976). 

 

While, as shown above, many studies have shown the effects of noise on memory 

performance (Furnham & Strbac, 2002; Grant et al., 1998; Hygge, 2003; Lercher et al., 

2003; Stansfeld et al., 2005; Söderlund et al., 2007), few have studied which part of the 

memory process is most affected by background noise, encoding or retrieval. The 

purpose of the current study is to investigate whether there is a difference in how acute 

noise affects encoding compared to recall, and how the effect of noise on these 

processes is related to sound sensitivity, music preference and working memory 

capacity. 

 

In order to maximize the utility of each participant, the present study used a mixed 

design. This reduced the amount of unexplained variance due to the participants 

themselves. White noise was used in order to increase the possibilities of generalizing 

the results, as well as controlling the experimental conditions. 

 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

A total of 23 students from the Department of Psychology at Stockholm University 

participated in the study. Of these, 16 were placed in the first experimental group and 

the remaining 7 were placed in the second group (Table 1). The median age of the 

participants was 22 years (s = 6.97), with a range of 19-48 years. 

 
Table 1. Frequency data for the sample of participants over gender and experimental group. 

 Frequencies 
Experimental Group Women Men Total 

Word-pairs 10 6 16 
Single Words 6 1 7 
Total 16 7 23 

 

Materials and Apparatus 

All testing was done in a semi sound-proof room with a background level below 40dB 

LAeq.  

 

Sound stimulation. 

A random white noise at 75dB LAeq was used for sound stimulation during encoding 

and retrieval of the semantic material, presented through an M Audio Fast Track Pro 

sound card and Sennheiser HD280 headphones. During the silent conditions the 

headphones remained on, but no noise was played in them. In total, the experiment used 

four separate conditions for noise (Table 2). The order of these conditions was 

randomized for each participant. 
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Table 2. The four noise conditions used during the experiment. Their order of appearance is not 
represented in the table. 

 Recognition situation 
Encoding situation No Noise  during Recognition Noise during Recognition 

No Noise during Encoding NoNoise NoiseRec 
Noise during Encoding NoiseEnc AllNoise 

 

Encoding items. 

The first of the two experiment groups used 80 short sentences consisting of two words 

each, one verb followed by one noun, as the objects to be encoded. The sentences were 

created arbitrarily for the specific purpose of being used in this study. All verbs were in 

present tense and all nouns were in definite article. Each sentence was constructed as to 

have a logical meaning, so that each verb could be put into context with its respective 

noun (e.g. “Drive the Car” or “Bathe the Dog”). This method was similar to the one 

used by Söderlund et al. (2007). For the second experiment group, only the nouns were 

used, and in their indefinite article. This was done to vary the difficulty of encoding. 

Order effects were controlled by using a Latin Square. In a short introductory practice 

run, six adjective-noun sentences, or just the nouns from those sentences, were used 

instead to prevent any spill-over of the encoding objects in the participants’ memory 

when the real testing began. 

 

Distracter task. 

In order to prevent any possible recency effects (that later appearing objects would be 

more easily remembered), a 60 second mental arithmetic stress test was used 

(Alvarsson, Wiens & Nilsson, 2010). The test asked the participant to look at a series of 

solved mathematical equations, and assess whether the solution was correct or not. If 

they answered correctly, i.e. they assessed a correct answer as being correct and an 

incorrect answer as being incorrect, they received one point. An incorrect answer, or if 

they answered too slowly, were counted as the same. The participants were constantly 

being updated on their percentage of correct answers by a text in the upper left corner of 

the computer screen, and received auditory feedback directly as they answered. 

 

Working memory capacity test. 

In order to validate the results from the word-pair sentence test. The participants 

completed a working memory capacity (WMC) test, developed by Turner and Engle 

(1989). The test consisted of the participants answering an arithmetic test very similar to 

the one used as a distracter. Although in this test the participants alternated between 

evaluating equations (answering by pressing J (Yes) or N (No)) and memorizing word 

sequences. Their task was to memorize all of the words shown between the equations. 

After a given number of equation-word items, the participants were asked to enter the 

words they could remember, in the order that they were presented. The number of 

equation-word items presented before the word recall task increased from two to five 

with three trials for each level (for a total of 20 trials). The total WMC score was 

calculated by giving one point for each properly recalled word in any given trial, 

multiplied by the number of items in the trial. The total points for all trials were then 

divided by the total possible points (180). The number thus derived could vary between 

zero to one. 
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Software. 

The participants were tested using a custom-written script in PsychToolbox 3.01 in 

MATLAB v.7.10.0 (R2010a). The script was designed to administer the different parts 

of the experiment, as well as playing the white noise in the proper conditions. The 

participants answered the questions with either a “Yes” or a “No” by pressing one of 

two number keypads. This script made the entire encoding-distracter-recognition 

process automated and stored all of the participant’s results on files. The WMC test was 

administered by use of a computer program, which also stored all of the results on file. 

The laptop used was an HP Elitebook 2530p running on Windows 7 Professional (SP1). 

 

Questionnaire. 

Participants were also issued a small questionnaire with ten questions regarding noise 

sensitivity. These questions were first developed by Weinstein (1978). The 

questionnaire also asked the participants for their age, gender, and whether or not they 

prefer to listen to music while they study. The questionnaire ended with nine questions 

about how the participants perceived the experiment, and how motivated they felt while 

doing it. All questions, except the ones about age and gender, were answered on a 6-

point Likert scale, and the final question was an open-answer question about whether 

any word-pair sentences stood out from the rest. The ten questions from Weinstein’s 

test gave a noise sensitivity score between 1 and 6. This was simply calculated by 

adding the scores from the questions and dividing the sum by the number of questions 

(10). 

 

Procedure 

Participants were informed that the purpose of the experiment was to study the effects 

of noise on memory. They were told that they would be given memory and mathematic 

tasks and listen to noises that could be considered uncomfortable. After giving their 

informed consent, the participants were seated by the laptop inside the sound-proofed 

room, put on the headphones, and were allowed to start the introductory practice run. 

After the practice run was over, the main experiment was started. 

 

The participants were instructed by a text on screen before each part of the test about the 

task. Both the administrator and the participants were uninformed as to which noise 

condition they were going to experience, or in what order. Each session consisted of 

three parts. During the first part, the encoding, the computer screen consecutively 

showed ten items (sentences or nouns, depending on which experiment group the 

participant belonged to), each for two seconds and with half of a second of empty screen 

before the next sentence. This was either done in silence, or with the presence of white 

noise. This part lasted for a total of 40 seconds, including the 15 seconds long 

instruction text. The second part of each session, the distracter, consisted of the 

computer issuing the arithmetic stress test. The stress test lasted for 75 seconds in total, 

counting the instruction text. The third and last part of the session, the recognition, 

consisted of 20 items (depending on experiment group) being shown consecutively on 

the computer screen. Ten of the items were present during the encoding part, and the 

other ten were randomly selected from the list of unused items. No item was used more 

than once for any single participant. The participants were asked if they had seen the 

item in the first part, and were required to answer Yes or No by pressing one of two 

buttons on the keypad. They were scored by the number of correct answers they gave. 
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B B B Q 

When the recognition part was over, the participant was informed of his or her score, 

and the session was finished. The participants were instructed to take of the headphones 

and step out of the room to take a short break between sessions. 

 

Each participant completed four sessions in total, with different noise conditions in each 

session. When the last session was finished, the participant was asked to answer the 

noise sensitivity questionnaire. When the questionnaire was finished, the participant 

was once again seated by the laptop, and was administered the WMC test. Once the test 

was finished, the experiment was over. In total, the experiment took around 40 minutes 

per participant. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the entire experimental 

procedure. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Experiment procedure for any given participant. 

Ei = Encoding B = Break 
D = Distracter Q = Questionnaire 
Rj = Recognition WMC = Working Memory Capacity test 

 

Data analyses 

In addition to the analysis of the participants’ test scores in relation to the different 

independent variables, their response speed in answering the recognition parts was also 

analyzed. The data was compared using a 2x2x2 mixed ANOVA, with noise condition 

being the within-subject factor and experimental group the between-subject factor. 

Pearson’s coefficient of correlation was also calculated between the participants’ results 

on the tests and their respective WMC-scores, noise sensitivity score and the degree to 

which they preferred music during their studies. All analyses were done at a .05 

significance level. 

 

 

Results 

 

The mixed ANOVAs found no significant difference between the four noise conditions 

effects on the participants recognition score. An interaction effect of the experimental 

group and the encoding noise condition did approach significance [F(1, 21) = 3.91, p = 

.061, power = .47]. A second mixed ANOVA found a significant within subject effect 

on participant response times, dependent on the presence of noise during the recognition 

part [F(1, 21) = 5.60, p = .028, η
2
 = .21], and also a between subject effect for the two 

experimental groups [F(1, 21) = 8.57, p = .008, η
2
 = .29]. Figures 2 and 3 show the mean 

response times during the four conditions for both experimental groups. 

 

No significant correlation was found between the participants’ age and the other 

variables. The analysis showed no significant correlations between the participants’ 

WMC score and their response times or test scores under any noise condition. Their 

noise sensitivity score showed a significant correlation with the participants’ test score 

in the NoNoise condition (r = .43, p = .041), but not with any of the other dependent 

variables. The degree to which participants’ preferred music during their studies showed 

a significant correlation with their test scores under the NoNoise condition (r = .55, p = 

.007), but not with any of the other variables. 

WMC Ei+D+Rj 

 

Ei+D+Rj 

 

Ei+D+Rj 

 

Ei+D+Rj 
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Response times in all four sound conditions were significantly inter-correlated with 

each other (mean r = .69, mean p = .003). The only correlation of the actual test scores 

was between the NoiseEnc and NoiseRec conditions (r = .47, p = .025). In every noise 

condition except AllNoise, the participants’ response times were significantly correlated 

with their scores (mean r = -.52, mean p = .012), and their response times in the 

NoiseRec condition was correlated to their test scores in the NoisEnc condition (r = -.44, 

p = .035). 

Figure 2. Mean response times and standard error of the means for the wordpair experimental 
group. Results are given for the different noise conditions. 

 

Figure 3. Mean response times and standard error of the means for the single word 
experimental group. Results are given for the different noise conditions. 
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Discussion 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether there is a difference in how acute 

noise affects encoding and to recall, and how the effect of noise on these processes is 

related to sound sensitivity, music preference and working memory capacity. 

 

The background white noise had no significant effect on the participants’ learning 

capacity, evidenced by their test scores, although an interaction effect of experimental 

group and encoding noise did approach significance. The noise did have a significant 

positive effect on the participants’ response times during the recognition part of the test, 

and response time was in itself correlated to test score. The correlation analysis showed 

that only the test scores from the completely silent noise condition was significantly 

influenced by the participants’ noise sensitivity and music preference. 

 

The lack of correlation between test scores and WMC score indicates that the actual test 

measured something other than working memory capacity. This does not, however, 

guarantee that the construct measured really was long-term memory and learning. With 

these many analyses, there is the added risk of finding false significance where there 

really shouldn’t be any (Mass-significance). Therefore, care should be taken when 

drawing conclusions from results with a relatively weak significance. The results may 

have been confounded by the words used as encoding items. If there was any kind of 

von Restorff effect (that an overly unusual item is more easily encoded, von Restorff, 

1933, referenced in Reed Hunt, 1995), this should have been balanced by the 

randomization process. The bias in gender distribution can also have had an effect on 

the results, as the single word experimental group only contained one male participant. 

 

The results of the present study are inconsistent with most previous studies, as those 

have all shown how background noise, both chronic and acute, impair cognitive 

performance (Furnham & Strbac, 2002; Hygge, 2003; Lercher et al., 2003; Stansfeld et 

al., 2005; Söderlund et al., 2007), unless the noise is similar during both encoding and 

recall (Grant et al., 1998). Two aspects complicate the interpretation, firstly most 

previous studies are conducted on effects of longer, chronic, noise exposure. Another is 

that many of those studies are conducted on younger participants. Children might have 

different reactions to background noise than young adults, which was the major age 

group tested in this study. The type of cognitive task used was also different from the 

previously mentioned studies, which makes it more difficult drawing straight parallels 

between them. A final discrepancy is the use of white noise in this study as opposed to 

the more complex noises from aircrafts and traffic. This was used to make the 

experiment as uniform as possible, to minimize random effects. 

 

The results in this study are more in line with the ones found by Söderlund et al. (2007), 

although the present study was neither done on children nor sufferers of ADHD. The 

actual effects of the white noise could have occurred from the lack of other stimulation 

in the testing room. In the model of stochastic resonance, this would be because the 

level of cortical arousal is low from the lack of stimulation, but brought up by the noise 

resonating in the participants’ nervous systems. This would also be a plausible 

explanation in context of the Yerkes-Dodson effect (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). This 

effect has often been explained in relation to the difficulty of the task at hand. An easier 
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task requires a higher level of cortical arousal to be performed optimally, than would a 

difficult task. Seeing as how the participants received high scores on the recognition 

tasks, it would be likely that the wordpairs/nouns were easier to remember, and thereby 

required a higher level of arousal. 

 

It is rather difficult to try to explain why noise sensitivity and music preference during 

studies seemed to only affect the results in the silent condition. It seems plausible that 

sensitive people would score higher when they were free from the noise, but this should 

also have appeared as a negative correlation in the other three noise conditions. Music 

preference should, if anything, have been negatively correlated to the silent condition. 

One final explanation could be that, since these correlations were relatively weak in 

significance, they are simply errors due to the problem with mass-significance. It is also 

difficult to explain the correlation between the participants’ response times in the 

NoiseRec condition, and their recognition score in the NoiseEnc condition. As 

previously mentioned, the problem of mass-significance might explain this. 

 

It is important to consider the possibility that, as they were presented out of any real 

context, the wordpairs/nouns might have been processed on a structural level rather than 

semantic. Not only is a structural encoding less analogous to real learning, but it would 

also result in a weaker memorization (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). 

This could explain why the response times were significantly lower in the single word 

group. If the processing was structural, rather than semantic, it would be reasonable to 

assume that the items would have been easier to encode when they consisted solely of 

simple, single words. The word-pairs would, theoretically, have been easier to encode if 

the processing had been on a semantic level. This is a reason for being careful when 

drawing parallels to real-life learning tasks. 

 

Future studies on the effects found here could perhaps shed some further light on the 

controversies found. A larger sample of participants and more difficult encoding items 

could help to eliminate false effects, as well as find differences between recognition 

scores. It would also be interesting to see whether these effects are existent in other 

reaction-speed related tasks, such as decision makings and sports. A company executive 

might be able to more quickly react to unforeseen events, or a martial artist might 

manage to block that deciding punch, if they were stimulated by white noise. The 

influence of various personality traits could also be studied in relation to these effects. 

One of the most applicable traits is Eysencks introversion/extraversion scale (Eysenck, 

1967 Referenced in Dobbs, Furnham & McClelland, 2010) since he himself proposed 

the hypothesis that extraverts would require a higher degree of cortical arousal for 

optimal cognitive performance. 

 

To conclude, these results seem to point at a potential beneficial effect of white noise 

during testing situations using recognition tasks. When and if it is desirable to increase 

peoples’ recognition speeds, this could be achieved by the application of noise. It also 

seems strategic to study while listening to music, as long as the actual tests are done in 

silence. 
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